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Maximising the Customer Experience in the Exercise Environment (F/617/1179) 

 
1. Describe ways in which a gym instructor can help meet the needs of customers in a fitness facility. (provide 

evidence that references social support and methods of obtaining feedback) 
 

 

 
2. Using the feedback cycle, explain how a gym instructor can positively impact customer experience. 
 

 

 
3. Describe the impact a gym instructor can have on customer experience. 
 

 

 
 
 
 



 

4. Identify the roles and responsibilities of the gym instructor, the client and other professionals in a gym 
environment. 

 
Gym instructor 
 

Client 
 

Other professionals 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

5. Describe the customer service promise, products and services offered in your local fitness facility. 
 

Fitness facility name  

Products and services 
offered 

Main products/services Specialist products/services 

Membership options and 
contracts available 

  

Identify 3 demographics of 
club users and how they 
affect the services on offer 
(what do these customer 
groups want to gain from 
joining the gym. Consider 
customer needs, 
expectations and 
aspirations) 

 

Description of the 
customer journey, from 
entering the club for the 
first time to becoming an 
established member 

 

 
6. Describe how you would go about promoting an extra product or service to a customer 

 

 

 



 

7. Why is member retention important and how can a fitness instructor positively influence retention? (explain 
your answer) 

 
The importance of member retention 
 

Ways in which a gym instructor can positively influence member retention 
 

 
8. How can a gym-instructor use communication techniques to engage with customers? 

 
Verbal communication 
 

Non-verbal communication 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 

9. Give examples of how you would adapt your communication to meet the individual needs of different 
customer groups. 

 
Individuals 
 

Small groups 
 

Large groups 
 

 
10. Why is it important for a gym instructor to walk the gym floor? 

 
 

 
11. Explain a gym instructor can build rapport with customers. 

 
 

 
 
 



12. Give an example of a conflict situation that could arise in a gym environment and how you would deal with it.

13. How can a gym instructor ensure they work in line with their company’s organisational standards?

14. Explain the policies and procedures that are relevant to the role of the gym instructor, within the gym
environment.

Health and safety at work act (1974) 

Management of health and safety at work regulations (1999) 

Employers’ liability (compulsory insurance) act (1969) 

Health and safety (first-aid) regulations (1981) 



 

15. Explain Continuing Professional Development (CPD) and why it is important to a gym instructor.  
 

 
16. Explain how to work within the boundaries of own professional knowledge and competence.  

 
 

 
17. Why is social media important to a gym instructor and how would you manage this area? 

 
Importance of social media 
 

How to set up a social media profile 
 
 

Create a simple weekly social media posting plan 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
       

 
 
 
 



18. Describe what is involved when planning financially to work in a gym-based environment.

Profit and loss 

Tax (income tax, VAT) 

National insurance 

Public and personal liability insurance 

Music license fees 

Pass/Refer 

Assessor’s feedback: 

(You don’t need to answer these questions if you are completing the L3 Personal Training qualification)



 

Client consultation and lifestyle management (T/617/1180) 

Worksheet 

1. Why are client consultations an important part of the customer experience and how can a gym instructor 
ensure a customer experiences this? (think about the role of the gym instructor). 

 
 

 
2. Explain the legal and ethical implications of collecting client information.  
 

Confidentiality 
 

Data Protection 
 

 
3. What is the process for gaining informed consent?  

 
 

 
 



 

4. Describe two different methods for health screening clients prior to undertaking exercise, and their 
importance. 

 
Method 1  

Description and importance 
 

Method 2  

Description and importance 
 

 
5. Explain one risk stratification model and explain how it can be used to assess risk  

 
Risk stratification model How it can be used to assess risk 
  

 
6. Identify two other professionals to which an instructor might need to refer or signpost a client. 

 
Other professional When referral/signposting might be 

necessary 
How referral/signpost will take place 

   

   

 
 



 

7. Give 3 practical assessments can be used to assess a client’s baseline health and fitness? 
 

Practical 
assessment 1 

 

Limitation 
 

Practical 
assessment 2 

 

Limitation 
 

Practical 
assessment 3 

 

Limitation 
 

 
8. What factors help gym instructor identify whether a client is low, medium or high risk, of an adverse event 

occurring during exercise?  
 

 

 
9. Describe what factors can affect health and well-being? 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



10. Explain the benefits of physical activity on health and wellbeing.

11. Outline the current UK physical activity guidelines for different ages.

Young people 
(13-18 years) 

Adults 
(19-64 years) 

Older people 
(65+ years) 

12. Label the Eatwell Guide below and provide examples of foods that belong to each section.



 

13. What are the 8 key principles of adhering to a healthy diet, recommended by the UK government?  
 

1 
 

2 
 

3 
 

4 
 

5 
 

6 
 

7 
 

8 
 

 
14. Where could a gym instructor get sources of health and wellbeing advice?  

 
 

 
15. Identify two technologies that could be used to support a client’s exercise adherence. 

 
Technology How it can be used to support and motivate clients 
  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

16. For each chronic health condition, explain how physical activity/exercise can help to prevent and manage 
these. 

 
Coronary heart 
disease 

 

Type-2 diabetes  

Obesity  

Stroke  

Cancer  

Mental health 
problems 

 

Musculoskeletal 
conditions 

 

 
17. What are the stages involved in achieving behaviour change?  

 

1 
 

2 
 

3 
 

4 
 

5 
 

6 
 

7 
 

8 
 

 
18. Describe the importance of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in exercise adherence. 

 
 



 

19. How would you use the following approaches to support clients in changing their exercise behaviour?  
 

Approach How this could be used to support clients to change their exercise behaviour 
Rewards  

Motivational 
interviewing 

 

Cognitive reframing  

 
20. How can you monitor and support your client's progress and motivation? 

 
 

 
21. Identify 3 health issues that will result in a client not being able to be trained by a gym instructor  

 
 

 

 

 
 

Pass/Refer 

Assessor’s feedback: 



 

Cleaning and maintenance within a gym environment (F/617/1182) 

Worksheet 

1. Describe the standard operating procedures with regards to routine maintenance and cleaning. (include the uses 
of cleaning substances and equipment). 

 

 

2. Describe how you would dispose of different types of waste in a gym environment (in line with organisational 
procedures, environmental policy/considerations and COSHH). 

 

 

 

 

3. What PPE equipment is necessary when working in a gym based environment? 

 

 

4. What tasks would you include in a gym cleaning rota? 

Gym  

Studio  

Changing rooms  

Reception and 
lounge area 

 



Pass/Refer 

Assessor’s feedback: 



Planning and Delivering Gym Based Exercise Programmes Unit (A/617/1181)

Worksheet 

1. Identify the components of fitness and outline the guidelines for developing these.

Component Guidelines for developing 

2. Explain the differences between programming for physical fitness as opposed to programming for health
benefits.



3. There are various principles and variables that need to be understood and applied, when designing an exercise
programme. Provide a short description of how the principles of training will be applied to your clients.

Adaptation 

Specificity 

Progressive overload 

Reversibility 

Adaptability 

Individuality 

Recovery time 



4. Explain the variables within the FITT principles, and how you can adapt/modify or progress each of them over
time with clients.

F _______________

Explanation 

How can you adapt/modify or progress 

I _______________

Explanation 

How can you adapt/modify or progress 

T _______________

Explanation 

How can you adapt/modify or progress 

T _______________

Explanation 

How can you adapt/modify or progress 



5. Explain the 3 phases of effective instruction and supervision.

1 

2 

3 

6. Explain the IDEA principle

I _______________ 

D _______________ 

E _______________ 

A _______________ 

7. Why is it important that a gym instructor uses evidence-based practices?



8. Complete a risk assessment for your own gym, following the five steps to risk assessment

Risk Assessment Stage Consideration 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Pass/Refer 

Assessor’s feedback: 



Maximising the customer experience in the exercise environment (F/617/1179) 

Client consultation and lifestyle management (T/617/1180) 

Planning and Delivering Gym Based Exercise Programmes (A/617/1181)

Individual client session planning and instruction 

Guidance for selecting a client 

Your client must be: 

• A real person, with specific and legitimate goals agreed with you, the learner, which will also form part
of the summative assessment

• Apparently healthy and have no medical conditions which would be considered outside of a gym
instructor’s or personal trainer’s scope of practice and able to take part in the planned session

• In the event of an unforeseen circumstance that means the client cannot participate in your summative
observed session, another person can take their place; however the following criteria must be met:

• The replacement client must be apparently healthy and have no medical conditions which would be
considered outside of a gym instructor’s or personal trainer’s scope of practice and able to take part in
the planned session, or able to take part following reasonable adaptations.

When using a replacement client you must make any planning adaptations prior to the summative observed session 
and be prepared to adapt the actual session as it progresses. 

All observed summative exercise sessions must take place within an environment appropriate for the client and 
planned session. 

All of the assessment documentation and checklists have been developed to ensure that the learner is able to plan 
and instruct sessions designed to meet their client’s goals, whilst also being able to monitor intensity, motivation, 
effectiveness and make the appropriate adaptations to ensure that their client is able to progress towards their goals, 
providing client-focused results and customer satisfaction. 

* Continuous summative and summative observation guidance

A continuous summative observation is a flexible assessment format which allows the completion of an assessment 
on one or more occasions. For example, the consultation assessment may involve your assessor observing the whole 
consultation with your client in one session, or they may observe each section during different parts of the course. 

A summative observation is where the assessment takes place on one occasion. For example, the programme delivery 
will be observed and assessed in one session. 

To be considered competent, the learner must be professional and adhere to legal and organisational requirement at 
all times. During your observations you must demonstrate these behaviours in order for all criteria to be signed off.  



Client consultation 

Name of client 

Date of birth Gender 

Physical assessment 

Height Weight BMI 

Client barriers 

Client motivators 

Health history 

Lifestyle, occupation and hobbies 

Exercise preferences 



Client’s overarching goals 

SMART goals 

Short-term 

Medium-term 

Long-term 

How will goals be reviewed? 

Short-term 

Medium-term 

Long-term 



Planning A Periodised Programme - 6 Week Overview 

Week 1 F I T T 

CV Method 

Resistance 
method 

Core exercise 

Week 2 F I T T 

CV Method 

Resistance 
method 

Core exercise 

Week 3 F I T T 

CV Method 

Resistance 
method 

Core exercise 

(Don’t complete this if you are also studying the L3 Personal Training qualification as part of your course)



Week 4 F I T T 

CV Method 

Resistance 
method 

Core exercise 

Week 5 F I T T 

CV Method 

Resistance 
method 

Core exercise 

Week 6 F I T T 

CV Method 

Resistance 
method 

Core exercise 



 

Continuous Assessment 

• The consultation is a continuous assessment, which means it can be assessed over time or in one attempt 
• This observation can be assessed by recorded video submission or live 
• This assessment must be observed by one assessor per learner 

Prepare for your exercise session with your client. During your continuous assessment, you will demonstrate the 
following: 

Cardiovascular Equipment  

Time Intensity RPE Teaching Points 

1-2 mins   

 

2-3 mins   

3-4 mins   

4-5 mins   

5-6 mins   

6-7 mins   

7-8 mins   

8-9 mins   

9-10 mins   

Fixed Resistance Machine 

Exercise Name Sets/Reps Rest Time Teaching Points 

    

Cardiovascular Equipment    

 

 

 

 



 

Free Weight Lifts 

Exercise Name Sets/Reps Rest Time Teaching Points 

    

Cardiovascular Equipment    

Body Weight Exercise 

Exercise Name Sets/Reps Rest Time Teaching Points 

    

 

Step two – Continuous summative observation checklist 

Key: Competent mark a tick. Not competent mark a R (Two R’s in any horizontal row = Referral. 
Competent with a comment mark a bullet point 

Instructing the group 
 

CV 
 

BW FW RM 
FW 1 FW 2 RM RM 2 

Exercises/machines:       

Date (s):       

1. Gave technically correct demonstrations and 
explanations 

      

2. Adopted appropriate teaching positions       

3. Adapted exercises to suit client’s needs (if req)       

4. Offered alternative exercises (if req)       

5. Reinforced teaching points       

6. Monitored intensity       

7 Correct lifting and passing techniques used when 
necessary 

N/A    N/A N/A 

Result: 
Delete as appropriate 

Pass Refer 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Continuous Assessment - Assessor’s feedback and questions 

Criteria Assessor Feedback  
  

 



 

Summative Assessment 

During your summative assessment you will demonstrate the following: (all exercises should be selected from your 
programme card and none of the excises can be repeated from your continuous assessment) 

Client name  Instructor  

Duty first aider  Nearest telephone  

Location of first aid kit  

Safety checks  

Warm Up CV  

Time Intensity RPE Teaching Points 
1-2 mins    

2-3 mins   

3-4 mins   

4-5 mins   

Warm Up Stretches 
Exercise Name Reps/ 

Time Held 
Dynamic/ 

Static 
Teaching Points 

    

    

    

    

    

Fixed Resistance Machine 

Exercise Name Sets/Reps Rest Time Teaching Points 

    

Cardiovascular 
Equipment    



 

 

Free Weight Lifts 

Exercise Name Sets/Reps Rest Time Teaching Points 

    

Cardiovascular 
Equipment    

Body Weight Exercise 

Exercise Name Sets/Reps Rest Time Teaching Points 

    

    

Cooldown CV  

Time Intensity RPE Teaching Points 
1-2 mins    

2-3 mins   

3-4 mins   

4-5 mins   

Cooldown Stretches 
Exercise Name Reps/ 

Time Held 
Dynamic/ 

Static 
Teaching Points 

    

    

    

Learner Guidance: Please include a minimum of 1 developmental stretch and 1 maintenance stretch 

 

 



 

Summative observed session checklist 
 

Preparing and introducing the session  / X 

1. Welcomed the client to the session  

2. Delivered a tour and answered customer enquiries effectively  

3. Signposted client to services/areas of facility (e.g. water fountains, emergency exits, etc)  

4. Ensured PARQ and verbal screening is completed  

5. Gave an overview of what the session will involve  

Key: Competent mark a tick. Not competent mark a R (Two R’s in any horizontal row = Referral. Competent 
with a comment mark a bullet point 

Delivering the exercise session 

W
U

 C
V 

W
U

 S
tr

et
ch

es
 

RM
 1

 

RM
 2

 

FW
 1

 

FW
 2

 

BW
 1

 

BW
 2

 

CD
 C

V 

CD
 st

re
tc

he
s 

Exercise used 

          

5. Gave technically correct demonstrations and explanations           

6. Adopted appropriate teaching positions           

7. Adapted exercises to suit client’s needs           

8. Observed the client and corrected their technique where necessary           

9. Purpose and value of exercise explained           

10. Motivated and encouraged client           

11. Offered alternative exercises if necessary           

12. Reinforced teaching points and provided feedback           

13. Gained feedback from client           

14. Monitored intensity           

15. Correct lifting and passing technique used when necessary           

16. Exercise conducted in a safe and timely manner           

Ending the session 
17. Gave constructive feedback to the client based on their 
performance 

 

18. Gained feedback from the client as to how well their goals were 
met and how effective the planned activities were 

 

19. Gained feedback from the client as to how effective the 
motivational and instructional styles were 

 

20. Used appropriate cleaning substances and equipment, Checking 
that the environment and equipment was left in good order 

 

Result 
(Pass/Refer) 

 Assessor Sign  Date  

 

 

 



 

Continuous Assessment - Assessor’s feedback and questions 

Criteria Assessor Feedback  
  

 



 

Session self-evaluation 
 

1. How did you gather feedback from your client to review and evaluate your practice? Consider the 
communication skills used when gathering the information. 

 

 

 
2. Give two examples of feedback provided by the client that you will use to review and evaluate your 

practice. 
 

 

 

 

3. Describe four ways in which your session structure, selected exercises and the equipment you used were 
safe and effective for meeting your client’s needs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4. Describe two ways in which you will improve session content to meet your client’s needs. 

 

 

 

 



 

5. Describe two ways in which you will improve your choices of exercise and equipment to meet your client’s 
needs. 

 

 

 

 

6. Describe two ways in which your instructional skills were effective for meeting the client’s needs. 
 

 

 

 

7. Describe two ways in which your instructional skills could be improved to meet the client’s needs. 
 

 

 

 
8. Describe two ways in which your communication was effective for meeting the client’s needs. 

 

 

 

 
9. Describe two ways in which you could improve your communication skills to meet the client’s needs. 

 

 

 

 

Result Pass/Refer 

 



 

Assessor’s feedback: 



 

Educate Fitness Appeals and Complaints Procedure 
 

Your Teaching and Learning Mentor will provide you with help and advice with regard to the requirements of your award. 
This may take the form of giving you assignments and/or activities to check your understanding. The training that you 
receive will be individually planned to suit your needs. 

 

We hope that all feedback given to you will be constructive and clear and will encourage you to complete the work for 
your award as effectively as possible. 

 

If you are not happy with any aspect of your programme we will do our best to help you deal with the issue. This may 
mean talking to your Teaching and Learning Mentor on your behalf to help overcome the problem. 

 

Your Teaching and Learning Mentor will do their best to support you, however we do appreciate that there may be times 
that issues arise that you would prefer not to discuss with your Teaching and Learning Mentor. 
If for any reason you disagree with a decision made by your Teaching and Learning Mentor you have the right to appeal 
that decision. How to do this is written below. 

 

 

What you can do if you don’t agree with your Teaching and Learning Mentor’s decision 
 

If you feel that you have been unfairly treated or you do not agree with an assessment decision that has been made 
you should follow the procedure below: 

 

• You should express your concerns directly to your Teaching and Learning Mentor, stating what the problem is 
so that the Teaching and Learning Mentor can explain their decision to you. 

• If an agreement cannot be reached, you can arrange to discuss the issue with your Internal Verifier. 
• If an agreement cannot be reached at this stage you should contact the Lead Internal Verifier in order to reach 

an agreement. 
• If you decide you want to appeal the assessment decision you have the right to do so but your appeal must 

be emailed to: appeals@educatefitness.co.uk. Your appeal must be received within 5 days of the 
assessment decision. 

 

about:blank

	Session self-evaluation
	Educate Fitness Appeals and Complaints Procedure
	What you can do if you don’t agree with your Teaching and Learning Mentor’s decision



	PassreferExternally set multiplechoice question paper: 
	Assessors signatureinitials and dateExternally set multiplechoice question paper: 
	IV initials if sampledExternally set multiplechoice question paper: 
	Planned assessment dateWritten: 
	PassreferWritten: 
	Assessors signatureinitials and dateWritten: 
	IV initials if sampledWritten: 
	Planned assessment dateWritten_2: 
	PassreferWritten_2: 
	Assessors signatureinitials and dateWritten_2: 
	IV initials if sampledWritten_2: 
	Planned assessment dateWritten Observation: 
	PassreferWritten Observation: 
	Assessors signatureinitials and dateWritten Observation: 
	IV initials if sampledWritten Observation: 
	Planned assessment dateWritten Observation_2: 
	PassreferWritten Observation_2: 
	Assessors signatureinitials and dateWritten Observation_2: 
	IV initials if sampledWritten Observation_2: 
	NameI agree to be assessed according to the assessment plan and am happy that any additional support I require has been discussed and a separate plan put in place for this I declare that all of the evidence listed in the assessment plan that will be produced for this portfolio will be my own unaided work: 
	SignatureI agree to be assessed according to the assessment plan and am happy that any additional support I require has been discussed and a separate plan put in place for this I declare that all of the evidence listed in the assessment plan that will be produced for this portfolio will be my own unaided work: 
	DateI agree to be assessed according to the assessment plan and am happy that any additional support I require has been discussed and a separate plan put in place for this I declare that all of the evidence listed in the assessment plan that will be produced for this portfolio will be my own unaided work: 
	NameI have discussed the planned assessments with the learner and any additional support required has been planned and recorded separately: 
	SignatureI have discussed the planned assessments with the learner and any additional support required has been planned and recorded separately: 
	DateI have discussed the planned assessments with the learner and any additional support required has been planned and recorded separately: 
	NameI declare that all learner evidence listed in the assessment plan has been assessed and meets the learning outcomes assessment criteria and evidence requirements for the qualification: 
	SignatureI declare that all learner evidence listed in the assessment plan has been assessed and meets the learning outcomes assessment criteria and evidence requirements for the qualification: 
	DateI declare that all learner evidence listed in the assessment plan has been assessed and meets the learning outcomes assessment criteria and evidence requirements for the qualification: 
	NameI declare that all learner evidence listed in the assessment plan has been assessed and meets the learning outcomes assessment criteria and evidence requirements for the qualification_2: 
	SignatureI declare that all learner evidence listed in the assessment plan has been assessed and meets the learning outcomes assessment criteria and evidence requirements for the qualification_2: 
	DateI declare that all learner evidence listed in the assessment plan has been assessed and meets the learning outcomes assessment criteria and evidence requirements for the qualification_2: 
	NameI declare that all learner evidence listed in the assessment plan has been assessed and meets the learning outcomes assessment criteria and evidence requirements for the qualification_3: 
	SignatureI declare that all learner evidence listed in the assessment plan has been assessed and meets the learning outcomes assessment criteria and evidence requirements for the qualification_3: 
	DateI declare that all learner evidence listed in the assessment plan has been assessed and meets the learning outcomes assessment criteria and evidence requirements for the qualification_3: 
	NameI declare that all learner evidence initialled in the assessment plan has been internally verified and meets the learning outcomes assessment criteria and evidence requirements for the qualification: 
	SignatureI declare that all learner evidence initialled in the assessment plan has been internally verified and meets the learning outcomes assessment criteria and evidence requirements for the qualification: 
	DateI declare that all learner evidence initialled in the assessment plan has been internally verified and meets the learning outcomes assessment criteria and evidence requirements for the qualification: 
	evidence that references social support and methods of obtaining feedback: There are many ways in which a gym instructor can help a customer meet their needs, for example if a client's main priority in the gym is have a written programme to follow, the instructor should sit down and do this for them. If a customer is lacking motivation or they have hit a plateau it should be the instructors priority to help re motivate. This could be done by changing the exercises they are currently doing to make it different and more interesting or changing the type of training they are doing (Hypertrophy, HIIT, Strength) just to encourage that burst of motivation the customer is lacking.If a gym instructor. If a customer is peforming an exercise wrong or with a technique that could result in injury, the instructor should show them correct form in a friendly way. This should be done in a friendly but proffesional manor to ensure the customer does not feel patronised. A customer may ask for healthy eating advice or basic advice on diet, for example a customer may want to lose weight, to meet this need this need the instructor should suggest being in a calorie deficit. A customer may not understand the reason for being prescribed a certain excercise, to meet this need the instructor must give an in depth description of why the exercise is important and which muscles it works. For example prescribing a squat because it is a compound movement and it is more likely to mimic everday movements.
	Gym instructorRow1: Gym instructors play a huge part in customer experience and member retention. Also the motivation of clients to commit to exercise to help long-term health-related change.It is the gym instructors responsibilty to conduct pre-exercise screening, fitness assessments, consultations and inductions.It is the instructors role to provide good demonstrations of gym exercises and safe use of equipment.If appropriate is the instructors job to refer to other proffesionals to meet clients needs.Another key role of the gym instructor is to plan safe and effective exercise programmes that are based in the gym as well as taking responsibility for health and safety of their clients within the gym enviroment; this could include as well as cleaning gym equipment, mirrors and gym floor.

	ClientRow1: A role of a client is to stay commited to plan set by the instructor.Another key responsibility is giving regular feeback to the gym instructor, this will enable the instructor to keep up to date with what the client is doing well at and struggling with and make adjustments if needed to enable the end goals to be achieved. Using equipment safely and as demonstrated by instructor is a responsibility that a client must abide to. It is important to use equipment safely as  it will decrease chances of  muscle injuries. Fueling Up and Staying Hydrated, Clients must Make sure they eat and drink prior to your workout. This is a vital role for clients to have maximum energy to achieve as much as possible during sessions. Clients must be communicating efficently with the gym instructor. 
	Other professionalsRow1:  When customers seek support or guidance that falls outside of a gym instructor's scope of practice, it is
important to refer them to other health and fitness professionals, as appropriate. If a client requires medical information a GP will be needed. If a client ask for help regarding mental health concerns for example; anxiety,depression or eating disorders then a counsellor or mental health charity should be recommended to give the correct advice. It is a dieticians responsibilty to give advice on complex dietary requierements. Exercise advice for severe back pain should be reffered to a physiotherapist of lower back pain specialist to gain correct information.

	Describe the customer service promise products and services offered in your local fitness facility: Shredz fitness centre
	Main productsservices: Monthly membership – £35.00 / month – no contract
Monthly membership – £30.00 / month – 12 month contract direct debit
12 months membership – £324.00
Day pass – £ 5.00
Weekly pass – £ 15.00
Student membership – £ 22.00 / month
	Specialist productsservices: One to one personal training.
Custom diet plans.
Custom training programmes.
Contest prep.




	Identify 3 demographics of club users and how they affect the services on offer what do these customer groups want to gain from joining the gym Consider customer needs expectations and aspirations: One demographic that attends Shredz fitness is ectomophs trying to gain muscle mass.This gym offers free weight services and resistance machines for people trying to gain muscle and overall mass. Another demographic that attens this gym is elderly people. This group of attend the gym to stay physically fit and keep their bones strong for as long as possible. There is a wide range of cardio equipment available to use and access to weight machines for these people. Another demographic that frequently attends this gym is endomoprhs. Their asprirations are to be physically fit and lose overall body fat. This gym offers a wide range of cardio equipment for these people.
	Description of the customer journey from entering the club for the first time to becoming an established member: The customer journey begins with an equiry. This could be calling the number on the website or a walk in. During the enquiry the customer will be informed of all the membership options. After the enquiry the customer will then be offered a tour of the facilties. This will include information about the products and services on offer. Once the tour is complete the customer will then decide on a membership option that best suits their lifestyle.
	The importance of member retentionRow1: Membership retention is important because, improving your membership retention rate  can durastically improve the rate of growth at the fitness facility. Experts estimate that it can cost as much as five times more to attract new members than it does to keep existing ones. Member retension ensures a guarateed buisness income. This is vital as there as such things as wages, bills and costs that have to be payed, therefore a consistent icome is cruicial to gyms. Member retention is also important as it gives instrcutors a sense of security as member fees are an essential part of the gyms revenue and success.


	Ways in which a gym instructor can positively influence member retentionRow1: Gym instructors can positvely influence member retention by setting realisitic goals. Many members are set very unrealistic goals and are disappointed when they have not hit them.To solve this problem, help members create realistic goals and make sure to check back in with them every so often to ensure they are on track to reaching the goals. Engagement is key to member retention. If your members are not engaged with you, your business, or your classes, they are more likely to quit. Instructors should ensure they are communicating and building relationships with members. This gives members a sense of belonging meaning they are more likely to return.
	Verbal communicationRow1: Effective communication skills are essential to engange with customers. Instructors should think about appropriate tone. Using a monotone voice with little emotion and enthusiasm is not an effective way to communicate with customers. Another technique an instructor should think about is rhythm. Maintaining a smooth rhythm is important as it reassures customers that you are interested in the conversation. For example if an instructor is using pauses in sentences it could make the customer feel like they are not fully engaged in the conversation and are thinking about something else. Using correct volume is a key technique instrcutors need to use when communicating with customers as if the tone of voice is to loud it could make them feel overpowered and if to quiet it could feel annoying as the customer to ask you to repeat yourself. Using appropriate language and matching customers words is an effective communication technique as customers could feel that the instructor is being rude if the instructor is using swear words and unproffesional language.
	Non verbal communicationRow1: Non-verbal communication techniques to engage with customers. One technique is being aware of personal space. Not invading customers personal space and maintaining a sensible distance during conversations with customer is crucial so that they do not feel intimidated or threatened. Maintaining eye contact so that the customer knows you are interested and listening in the conversation. Also positive facial expressions and body language. For example smiling instead of looking emotionless or grumpy and a body language that shows you are interested so good posture instead of slouching, avoiding crossing arms when interacting as it can appear hostile.
	Individuals: i would adapt my communication if i was communicating with an individual in these ways;During individual sessions there would be a lot more verbal communication. This is the case as there are no distractions and they are the only priority. I would explain things on the fly throughout session. I could talk them through each movement whilst they are doing it as i can spend all my time with them. Asking questions such as 'how does that feel' or 'are you okay with everything'. I would run them through the session plan at the start of the session and answer any questions they have regarding the session on a one to one basis.
	Small groups: During a session with a small group i would adapt my communication in different ways so that the session ran smoothly. With smaller groups i can not dedicate all my time to one specific person and have to spread my time out effectively. I would possibly explain the plans of the session to the group as a whole. During the session i would take a step back to ensure i could see that everyone was doing as i expected. I will dedicate more time with the customers that are struggling so that i can help them get the maximum out of the session, but i will ensure that i check in regularly with other customers. 
	Large groups: If the group is very large i would consider communicating the basic plan ahead of the session. This would make sure that all members of the group understand what the content of the session and that there is no miscommunications. I think it is a good idea to communicate the session plan via email or video. During the video i would demonstrate movements so that i do not need to spend as much time during the session explaining. Then once the session has started i would spend my time walking around interacting by offering positive remarks and correcting form where necessary.
	10 Why is it important for a gym instructor to walk the gym floor: As a gym instructor, brilliant customer care can be demonstrated through routine tasks to show consideration to customers. The most efficent t way of carrying out these tasks is to walk the gym floor providing support, advice and guidance. One example of a way you could help is asking a customer if they would like their water bottle filling up while they are on a cardiovascular machine. Another example of how you could offer support might be offering to ‘spot a customer who is using free weights. Small things like these show the customer that you care and what seems like something so little to you can go a long way for them.
	11 Explain a gym instructor can build rapport with customers: A gym instructor can build rapport with customers by being friendly and considerate. Approaching customers with a smile and a positive attitude. Being trustworthy is another way of how you can build rapport with customers. Customers need to know that you are reliable. Always turning up to sessions on time and doing as you have said you are going to do. In regards to reaching goals if goals are not met the customer will feel dissapointed and that they can not trust you. Make the customer feel valued this could be done by going out of your way to do something for them. An example of this would be to ask them during the session if you can do anything for them to make there life easier.Like filling up there water bottle.
	12 Give an example of a conflict situation that could arise in a gym environment and how you would deal with it:  An example of a conflict situation is the studio instructor had to cancel their class at the last minute due a family emergency they had to attend and there is nobody else in the centre qualified or experienced enough to cover it. I would approach the customers that have been effected by this to apologise and explain what has happened. I would explain that i have have tried to contact other instructors who can deliver the same class, however, none are available at such short notice. It is important to accept full responsibility and apologise to the customers. After apologising i would offer alternatives that you can deliver to those still looking for a group exercise class, for example a HIIT-based session.
	13 How can a gym instructor ensure they work in line with their companys organisational standards: A gym instructor should ensure they work in line with company's organisational standards by being fully aware of what they are. The company's standards should be told to the instructor as soon as they start the job.It is the instructors job to then go away and learn these standards.As a gym instructor  It is important to source credible, evidence-based information about health and wellbeing to support clients in improving their health and fitness. 
	Health and safety at work act 1974: The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 is the primary piece of legislation covering occupational health and safety in the UK.
	Management of health and safety at work regulations 1999: Employers must carry out risk assessments and implement appropriate measures to manage risks, e.g. appointing and training staff to deal with safety issues.
	Employers liability compulsory insurance act 1969: Employers must have insurance for covering accidents and ill-health.
	Health and safety first aid regulations 1981: Employers must have at least one qualified first aider or appointed person (depending on risk assessment). First aid kits and facilities must be available.
	15 Explain Continuing Professional Development CPD and why it is important to a gym instructor: Continuing Professional Development is important in any industry, but within the health and fitness industry, knowledge and skills must be kept up to date regularly. The health and fitness industry continues to grow frantically and change extremely quickly so it is vital not to get left behind. Keeping up to date with new exercise guidelines. Understanding exercise guidelines could be as simple as the type of stretching you should be doing in new exercise guidelines during the warm-up. New equipment. Gyms continues to change as newer more functional equipment replaces older and more traditional resistance equipment. As technology develops we can expect changes in equipment often. Keeping up to date with changing information can effect customer confidence in your ability and knowledge, which benefits the organisation by ensuring repeat business.
	16 Explain how to work within the boundaries of own professional knowledge and competence: Working within the limits of your competence is a key aspect of maintaining customer safety. Firstly, you need to know what is expected of you in your role and then reflect on how competent you feel to perform all aspects safely and professionally. For example if a customer approached me and asked for advice on there mental health. This is not in my boundaries of professional knowledge. Therefore i would guide them in the right direction to gain the correct information. But if a customer asked me for basic dietary advice i can offer them this because this fall in my boundaries of knowledge. It is extremely important you are aware of all the things that fall under your proffesional knowledge so that you do not offer the wrong advice to a customer.
	Importance of social media: Social media is important to a gym instructor as it offers and quick and effective way to commuincate with clients. Also it gives the instructor away to share and gain information just by a click of a button. Social media plays a crucial rle in connecting customers with instructors and provides a great way to establsih customer service.
	How to set up a social media profile: Setting up a social media profile begins with selecting a username. This should be simple so that if a customer wnats to navigate your account they can easily. Then selecting a strong password to ensure that your accounts chances of being hacked are very slim. Once your account is open make sure you add key words to your bio so that people know the intentions of your account. Adding your job desciption is a good idea. Then select a good picture than makes you look friendly and approachable.
	Monday: post enganging story on instagram.

monday motivation/ positive affirmations
	Tuesday: informative post.

My meal plans to encourage healthy eating.
	Wednesday: weekly progression pictures of clients.



	Thursday: home workout videos for customers to try at home.

motivational quotes related to fitness.
	Friday: question and answer on instagram story. Engage with customers.


informative post.
	Saturday: post reviews that customers have given you inpast to attract more clients.

positive affirmations.
	Sunday: goals reminder.

inform to stay active even on rest days.


	Profit and lossRow1: 
	Tax income tax VATRow1: 
	National insuranceRow1: 
	Public and personal liability insuranceRow1: 
	Music license feesRow1: 
	Assessors feedback: 
	ensure a customer experiences this think about the role of the gym instructor: It is important to understand how to gather information from clients. It is important to identify any risks that exercise could pose and act appropriately. The information gathered will determine, the exercises selected. This includes the type of activities planned. It will also determine how often and length of training session. The exercise intensity, e.g. number of reps and sets, working heart rate, speed or range of motion. This is important to customers because it enables a sense of security when training. If a customer took part in a session without consulation they could feel unsafe as the instructor does not know their limits and what they are capable of. There are several ways a gym instructor can ensure a customer experiences this. One options is to receieve information via questionannares. These are good as they do not have to be completed with the instructor present. Another way information can be gained is by Interviewing. One to one is extremely effective in enhancing instructor/client relationship. Observations are another way an instructor can ensure customers experience this. Tactfully observing a client can be very useful in gathering information on a client.
	Confidentiality: Keeping client information private and not discussing with clients is extremely important. If a client is overweight they may feel insecurties around their personal information. Therefore if a client feels their information is being shared it would make them feel upset and insecure. A client will most likely decide to not work with you if they can not trust you with their information. You should only be discussing with others when you feel that it will help you achieve goals. For example if a client would like to try a new style of training and their is another instructor with more experience of this way of training asking them for advice. Another example of this may be if a customer requires complex dietary advice. Advising them to contact a dietician as gym instructors are not qualified to give this advice. Also client information should only be shared with others with customer approval. It is vital you ask the customer for permission and do not share information without asking first. This will mean the client should never feel betrayed. A gym instructor should only be recording relevant information. This includes customers current fitness and health, medical history, personal information and details, informed consent to participate, Lifestyle information including personal habits, Motivation and preferences and goals and reasons for exercise. Any other information is not necessary to record.
	Data Protection:  All client records should be stored securely and in accordance with data protection legislation. To ensure maximum security to customers data gym instructors should keep paper records in locked files. Keeping data in locked files will mean that they are always safe and there is no chance of losing them. Storing electronic records using secure systems with passwords. Always use safe systems such as Microsoft excel or notes to keep electronic records secure. Not disclosing client information to other people or third parties. A clients information should only be shared when the clients needs are beyond a gym instructors scope of practice, e.g. the client has a physical or psychological condition identified as medium or high-risk when using risk stratification models, the client requires complex dietary advice,you have concerns over the clients welfare, or other peoples welfare, in relation to the client. Ensuring transferring information is done securely. A customers infromation may need to be shared, for example a dietician may require the clients health and fitness levels. This information should be sent securely via email or letter. Only using information for its intended purpose. Information is collected to ensure customer safety and to track progress and that is all that it should be used for. Only keeping information for as long as required. If an exisiting customer decides to not work with you any more it is important to dispose of their info as it is not longer needed.



	3_2: Informed consent must be gained from the client before: Any fitness testing Any exercise sessions, including gym-based exercise. To gain informed consest customers must be screened. Screening clients and acquiring informed consent are compulsory legal and ethical duties of care for exercise and gym instructors. During this screening you will judge the readiness for exercise. Inform the customer of the design and planning of the exercise.Fulfil the legal, ethical and professional requirements, this will protect the instructor and organisation from litigation.
	Method 1: Body Mass Index (BMI)
	Description and importanceRow1: To calculate BMI, the metric formula is your weight in kilograms divided by your height in meters squared. This is important as it used to determine your level of body fat. it can help the gym instructor determine your overall fitness and your risk of developing chronic diseases. 
	Method 2: Measuring resting heart rate
	Description and importanceRow1_2: Resting heart rate is the number of times the heart beats every minute while a person is resting. This is a good way to determine to fitness levels of customer. Lower readings generally mean a higher level of aerobic fitness. This can be used to evaluate your recovery status and the development of your aerobic fitness.
	Risk stratification modelRow1: Irwin and morgan
	How it can be used to assess riskRow1: The irwin and morgan risk stratisfication model allows us to asses risk by looking at various factors. Some of these factors are; weight, blood pressure, exisisting health conditions, habits, etc. Depending on how clients response it allows you to place them in catergories. Low, medium or high. The category they have been placed in will tell you if the client should be reffered to a specialist or if the client can be worked with.
	Other professionalRow1: GP
	When referralsignposting might be necessaryRow1: Refferal may be necesarry if client is over the age of 69 and are unused to exercising.Client with minor injuries such as sprains should be checked by a GP. Cvd risk factors such as; High blood pressure, obesity, smoking, ect
	How referralsignpost will take placeRow1: The client should be given an detailed explanation for their referral and a chance for a follow-up after they have spoken with their GP. This can be done via a telephone or face-to-face appointment.
	Other professionalRow2: Advanced instructor referred patients 1.
	When referralsignposting might be necessaryRow2:  Refferal will be necessary for people with minor, stable physical limitations or two or more CHD risk factors.
	How referralsignpost will take placeRow2: Client should be given an detailed explanation for their referral. This can be done via a telephone or face-to-face appointment.
	Give 3 practical assessments can be used to assess a clients baseline health and fitness: Rockport walking test
	Limitation: Customer will walk as far as possible for 1.6km. After completing their pulse rate will be checked with a heart rate monitor of if not can be done manually. The time it took to complete this distance should also be recorded. The instructor will then test the clients vo2 max. V02 max = 132.853 – (0.0769 x weight) – (0.3877 x age) + (6.315 x gender) – (3.2649 x time) – (0.1565 x heart rate)
	Practical assessment 2: Press up test
	Limitation_2: Client should be in normal press-up position, body straight and arms shoulder-width apart with elbows tucked in and not flared out. The client should then lower themself to 90 degrees of elbow flexion. For those that are unable to complete this variation, they may instead be raised from a position where the knees are in contact with the ground.
	Practical assessment 3: Sit and reach test
	Limitation_3: Position client with their feet flat against the board. Their legs and back should be straight.Client then reaches forward gradually, keeping his/her back straight for as long as possible. Measure hamstring flexibility by noting down the point that the client starts to bend their back. Measure the hamstring and lower back flexibility by instructing the client to continue to reach forward as far as possible bending their back. Record the furthest point.
	occurring during exercise: A gym istructor should use risk stratisfication models to determine whether a client is low, medium or hish risk of an adverse event happening during exercise. Exisiting stratisfication models such as the National Quality Assurance Framework  pyramid are extremely efficent and easy to use. Another example is the  Irwin and Morgan risk stratification tool.  These tools determine the customers needs and who they should be reffered to work with.
	10 Explain the benefits of physical activity on health and wellbeing: Physical activity has many benefits on a persons health and wellbeing. Physical activity contributes to weight management. Wether it is a persons goal to lose weight or gain weight both can be achieved by physical activity. It also decreases the chances of obesity majorly. Exercise also helps a person maintain optimal blood pressure. Maintaining optimal blood pressure is important as High blood pressure increases the risk of CVD and stroke. Physical activity helps improve cholesterol levels. LDL is considered one of the major factors for death from coronary heart disease. Therefore it is vital to exercise and improve cholestrol. It can help a person trying to quit smoking as activity can be a replacement and a distraction for some smokers. Exercising releases endorphins. Having an endorphin release is important as It helps facilitate stress management and reduces stress levels. It can also prevent or delay type 2 diabetes. Exercise increases the insulin sensitivity of your cells. So when you exercise, less insulin is required to keep your blood sugar levels under control.
	11 Outline the current UK physical activity guidelines for different ages: Aim for an average of at least 60 minutes of moderate intensity physical activity a day across the week.
	Adults 19 64 years: Should at least 150 minutes of moderate intensity activity a week or 75 minutes of vigorous intensity activity a week.
	Older people 65 years: Aim to be phyically active every day. Do at least 150 minutes of moderate intensity activity a week or 75 minutes of vigorous intensity activity if you are already active, or a combination of both.
	1: Base your meals on higher fibre starchy carbohydrates.
	2_2: Eat lots of fruit and veg. Recommended that you eat at least 5 portions of a variety of fruit and veg every day.
	3_3: Eat more fish, including a portion of oily fish.
	6_2: Get active and be a healthy weight.
	14 Where could a gym instructor get sources of health and wellbeing advice: A gym instructor could gain of infromation from credibal sources such as; British nutrition foundation, Food standards agency, Department of health, British dietetic assosiation or Public Health England. These sources of information are trusted due to the fact that  the info is evidence based. Other examples of evedince based information could be;  Evidence based text books, evidence based journals, evidence based websites.
	Technology: Diet trackers
	How it can be used to support and motivate clients: Diet trackers such as Myfitnesspal or calorie counter can be used to support client's as it is important to be eating the sufficent amount of calories that will help you achieve your goals. Wether that is a calorie deficit or surplus being able to track what is going into your body helps you visualy see what you need to eat more or less of. Tracking calories can add more certainty in ensuring you are fueling your body properly.
	TechnologyRow2: Wearble technology
	How it can be used to support and motivate clientsRow2: Technology such as Apple watches or FitBits can be used to support and motivate client as it can be used to track steps. This will ensure that client hits their daily target of 10,000. Also monitoring heart rate and tracking how many calories have been burned. This can help motivate a client as they could have a calorie goal to burn during a session and the wearable technology can enable them to track this accurately.
	Coronary heart disease: Cardiovascular exercise improves blood circulation, which can help reduce the risk of developing clots or blockages in the arteries.Like the muscles of the body, the heart is a muscle, and regular exercise helps keep it toned and strong.
	Type 2 diabetes: Exercise helps manage type 2 diabetes by lowering blood glucose levels and improving insulin sensitivity throughout the body.
	Obesity: Physical activity decreases fat around the waist and total body fat, slowing the development of obesity.
	Stroke: When exercise is performed on a regular basis, it lowers blood pressure and increases the levels of HDL in your blood. This means that is very hard for blood clots to form.
	Cancer: Exercise can help prevent cancer by reducing inflammation, keeping weight under control, and boosting the immune system.
	Mental health problems: Participation in regular physical activity can increase self-esteem and reduce stress and anxiety.
	Musculoskeletal conditions: Physical activity helps to strengthen muscles and reduce weight that would otherwise put more stress on your joints. 
	1_2: Education and realistic expectations.
	2_3: Decisional balance sheet.
	3_4: Actively involving the client in identifying the reasons for change.
	4_2: Involving significant others.
	5_2: Increasing positive cues and rewards.
	6_3: Indentifying and addresing barriers.
	7_2: Agreeing and reviewing long term, short term and medium goals specific to the individual.
	8_2: Self monitoring and taking responsibility.
	18 Describe the importance of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in exercise adherence: Intrinsic Motivation is defined as a,“Stimulation that drives an individual to adopt or change a behavior for his or her own internal satisfaction or fulfillment. Intrinsic motivation is usually self-applied, and comes from a direct relationship between the individual and the situation. Some examples of this are; You love the burn and muscle fatigue from exercising,  You get extreme joy from working out or You cannot get enough of the runners high. Extrinsic motivation is  an external stimulation that drives you to change or continue with your chosen behaviors. For example; You need to have a perfect summer beach body or you think being fit will attract a romantic partner. It is important that someone who wants to stay motivated in the gym has both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Customers have to got to be in love with process internally and externally. If a client only has extrinisic motivation they can lose motivation quickly as they want the result but they do not enjoy the process.
	How this could be used to support clients to change their exercise behaviour: I would use a reward system to support clients and keep them motivated. For example i would give a free session for every five sessions completed. Another example could be if a client hits their goals before the target date they win a prize. Protein powder, Water bottle or Voucher for the gym cafe.
	How this could be used to support clients to change their exercise behaviourMotivational interviewing: This could be used to support clients by keeping them motivated. I would sit down witht he client and listen to what the client is struggling with. It is important to resist the need to fix someone's behaviour. I would understand and explore the customers needs. I would ensure i am listening with empathy. I would then offer advice on how to regain motivation such as changing training plan.
	How this could be used to support clients to change their exercise behaviourCognitive reframing: I would use cognitive refraiming to help change customers negative thoughts to positive thinking through rashional thinking. A client could feel upset that they did not hit their weekly goal of losing a pound. They could say something such as " what's the point, i'm never going to lose weight. This would result in loss of motivation. It is my job to ensure the customer that it is just a temporary setback and that if they stick to the plan they will reach their goals.
	Assessors feedback_2: 
	of cleaning substances and equipment: An extremely important part of a gym instructors role in the gym is to check and ensure that exercise equipment and the surrounding environment are both safe for use. Specific checks will require daily assessment, some weekly and others monthly. It is the gym instructors role to ensure they carry out their duties following the fitness facilities specific policies and procedures. Gym instructors are required to conduct several healthy and safety checks during their shift. These checks should follow the employer's health and safety policies. Most gyms have a standardised maintenance checking procedure, which normally includes a maintenance checklist. Most health and fitness clubs will have a cleaning rota, which all fitness staff will be responsible for maintaining and updating daily. Keeping equipment clean is important as it provides a clean surface. This will decrease the chances of bugs spreading in gym. Also it makes the equipment and gym look aesthetically pleasing. To clean the equipment effectively a gym instructor should use; disinifectant, bleach, sanitister, or lime scale remover. 
	What tasks would you include in a gym cleaning rota: I would include regular cleaning of equipment such as dumbells/ resistance machines with antibacterial spray to reduce spreading of germs. I would clean mirrors with glass and mirror cleaner. Tidy loose free weights away to avoid any tripping hazards. Empty bins regularly so that there is no lingering odor and the gym stays aesthetically pleasing. Also hoover carpets and gym floor. Also hoover under equipment as dirt and dust can often build underneath.
	Studio: When cleaning the studio i would; Brush and mop down studio floor with floor cleanser, empty bins and pick up any rubbish left e.g water bottles or towels, wipe down mirrors with glass and mirror cleaner, Clean mats and tidy away equipment, clean and sanitise any portable equipment.
	Changing rooms: When cleaning the changing rooms i would; Empty bins and replace bin bag, check toilet roll is full and replace if needed, clean and disinfect toilets, clean mirrors, brush and mop floor, clean and sanitise sinks, refill soap and shower gel dispensers if necessary Clean showers, Clean and sanitise lockers and replace empty air freshner.
	Reception and lounge area: During cleaning of reception and lounge area i would make sure to; Empty bins and replace bin bags, clean and polish surfaces, hoover carpet area and brush and mop wooden floor.
	Assessors feedback_3: 
	Component: Cardiovascular endurance
	Guidelines for developing: Cardiovascular endurance is the body's ability to deliver oxygen to working muscles during exercise. To develop this component you need to get more muscular support. This can be done by combining resistance training and cardio training. By doing this you are allowing  the required muscular support for longer runs or any other endurance activity.
	ComponentRow2: Muscular endurance
	Guidelines for developingRow2: Muscular endurance is the muscles ability to exert force repeatedly or for an extended amount of time. Exercises such as planks require muscular endurance. To develop this you should prolong the use of muscles rather than extreme resistance. So doing more reps with a moderate weight rather than using a heavy weight for less reps.
	ComponentRow3: Muscular strength
	Guidelines for developingRow3: Muscular strength is the muscles ability to exert a maximum about of force in one effort. Muscular strength can be developed by doing fewer repetions with more weight. So working in the rep range 1-5 and increasing rest time inbetween sets to allow muscles to recover so that they are able to exert maximum amount of force.
	ComponentRow4: Flexibility
	Guidelines for developingRow4: Is the muscles and joints ability to move through their full range of motion.Their are many ways to develop flexibilty. Adults should do flexibility exercises at least two or three days each week to improve ROM. Static, dynamic, ballistic and PNF stretches are all effective ways to increase flexibilty. Hold each stretch for 10-30 seconds to the point of tightness or slight discomfort. Then Repeat each stretch two to four times, accumulating 60 seconds per stretch. Flexibilty training should be done when muscles are warm.
	ComponentRow5: Body Composition
	Guidelines for developingRow5: Your body's ratio of lean muscles mass to stored body fat. To improve body composition, you should reduce fat. Reducing fat mass is good for as it helps you to get smaller, place less strain on your body and internal organs, and build up muscle. To reduce fat mass, you can begin with diet and exercise. Maintaining a healthy balanced diet and taking part in regular exercise will improve body compostion.
	benefits: When programming for health, the components of the programme should be adjusted around the clients requirements. The programme may include a related number of Cardiovascular and resistance training sessions, exercise, sets and reps and rest days. The intensity or volume will vary to achieve optimal performance in the gym.If the client has a higher health risk then the intensity will be low and sessions will be less frequent. When programming for physical fitness you are focusing on better peformance in sport, overall fitness or just to have a more aesthetic physique.  The clients needs determine how you will plan the programme. It could be a clients need to be as strong as possible. You will then plan the programme around strength inparticular.
	AdaptationRow1:  Adaptation is going to occur when you have been performing any given activity for a specified period of time.  When you first begin a new exercise, it takes the body a while to get used to this. I will apply this priciple of training by keeping clients programmes consistent and not changing the exercises. This will allow the body time to adapt.
	SpecificityRow1: My programmes will be specifically designed around my clients needs and goals. My clients training will be relevant to the individual and their goals. This can be achieved by tailoring training specifically for the goals. For example, My client could be a 100 m sprinter. Sprinters train very differently to a bodybuilder. Therefore i would plan their programme specifically around explosive movements and building strength in the lower body and core.
	Progressive overloadRow1: Without progressive overload, there is no adaptation by the body to the exercise, as eventually the body will eventually plateau. To avoid this happening i will increase workload in the programme. This could be increasing the weight they will use, decreasing rest time or increasing rep range. I will do this regularly so that the body can not adapt to the consistent non changing nature of the exercise.
	ReversibilityRow1:  Systems reverse or de-adapt if training stops or is significantly reduced or injury prevents training from taking place. It is essential to avoid breaks in training and to maintain the motivation of the athlete. It is extremely important for my clients to avoid breaks. I would plan my programmes to be consisent so that motivation is continuous. I would also make sure to think about injury prevention. Include warm up, stretches and warm down. 
	AdaptabilityRow1: My programmes will be planned so that if a customer does not enjoy an exercise and wants it to be changed i can easily change it to an alternative that works the same muscle group. For example if i set some a barbell back squat and it placed to much pressure on their spine and hurt their back i could swap it for a goblet squat. All programmes will be easily adaptable.
	IndividualityRow1: It is important to remember every person who attends the gym and all of my clients will be different. Therefore when planning my training programmes for clients i will consider that they must be related to the clients age and gender, their injury status and fitness level. 
	Recovery timeRow1: Physical adaptations occur during the recovery and non-active period of the training cycle. Therefore it is vital that my clients achieve the right amount of rest between sessions, good sleep patterns and the right nutrition. Wether my clients are training for strength or hypertrophy i would make sure they are gaining sufficent rest periods between sets. Also i think about how much time a client needs between sessions to rest depending on what the session involved and how taxing it was.
	How can you adaptmodify or progressF: I could modify frequency over time by adding more sessions to clients to increase progressive overload and intensity. On the other hand if a client is struggling with the progamme and is finding it to taxing i could decrease the amount of sessions.
	ExplanationI: This refers to how difficult an exercise or training session is. 
	How can you adaptmodify or progressI: Over time i would increase the intesity of sessions by increasing weight and reps or decresing rest period. If a client is new to an exercise program, then i would not want to make the plan too challenging. This could lead to injury or burnout.  I would start the client at a level that feels comfortable, and then gradually increase the difficulty as their strength and endurance builds.
	ExplanationT: This means the duration of each exercise or training session.
	How can you adaptmodify or progressT: Over time i would increase or decrease the duration of sessions based on several factors, including current fitness level, age, weight, health, and others. I would not add time to the clients workouts until they are ready to do so. Once their endurance builds, i can gradually increase their time spent exercising.
	ExplanationT_2: The type of exercise you are doing.
	How can you adaptmodify or progressT_2: The type of exercise i will choose for client will depends on their needs and goals. It is important to vary the type of exercises that clients will do to ensure they do not get bored and hit a plateau in motivation. I will make sure i am keeping training interesting over time.
	Explain the 3 phases of effective instruction and supervision: The first phase of effective instruction and supervision is showing the client how to perform an exercise correctly. This allows the client to see the exercise from start to finish, it also allows the client to see it from different angles.
	2_4: The second phase is telling the customer how to peform the exercise. Providing general and specific teaching points. During this phase you can tell the customer what muscle group this is working, how to avoid injury doing this movement and how to do this movement safely.
	3_6: The final phase of effective instruction and supervison is supervising. Stand back and observe the customer doing the exercise you just demonstrated. Provide positive reinforcment and correction to form if it is necessary.
	Explain the IDEA principle: Introduce to the customer the exercise or machine. Then explain the area/ muscle group that is being worked.
	D: Demonstrate
	D_2:  After the instructor introdues the customer to the exercise or machine they should then demonstrate the correct technique to customer.The instructor should demonstrate the correct technique whilst verbally talking through the steps with the customer as they go along.
	E: Explain
	E_2: Explain to the customer the settings, adjustments, and teaching points on how the exercise should be performed correctly.  Explain why this technique is safe and also explain why doing it the wrong way would increase the chances of injury.
	A: Active
	A_2: After these steps the customer should now get active. The gym instructor should then observe the customer peforming this exercise and check they are doing it safely and with correct form. The instructor can then give feedback and improvements if necessary.
	7_3: It is important that a gym instructor uses evidence based practice as this is the best and fastest way to achieve results. Using practices that have been scientifically proven to be effective will make you a much better gym instructor.By using evidence based practies you will be able to  help even more people achieve lasting change and significant health improvements. Over time as a gym instructor you will develop your own evidence based practices and you will discover what does work and what does not.
	Risk Assessment Stage1: Identify the hazard
	Consideration1: To do this i would walk around your gym and thoroughly inspect all the facilities and equipment. Something i would consider is reviewing the manufacturers guidance for all the equipment and machinery. This will give me all the information needed on that sepcific pieve of equipment of machine.
	Risk Assessment Stage2: Determine who could be harmed and how
	Consideration2: Some groups of people are at greater risk than others. This includes pregnant women, new or first-time gym members, young and elderly members, and users with disabilities. I would Consider who could be affected by the hazard. I believe this is an effective way to stop any harm being doing that person or group.
	Risk Assessment Stage3: Evaluate the risks and decide on control measures
	Consideration3: I would consider prioritising the hazards with the greatest risk and select control methods that will eliminate, isolate or reduce the risks to an acceptable level.An example of how i would control a risk is to include warning signs and information notices on machines to prevent injury.
	Risk Assessment Stage4: Record your findings
	Consideration4:  I would consider the fact you are legally required to record the results of your risk assessment and the control measures you have implemented.
	Risk Assessment Stage5: Periodically review and update your risk assessment
	Consideration5: To ensure that my control measures are still effective. I would note that any changes to technology, facilities or equipment will require you me carry out a new risk assessment. 
	Assessors feedback_4: 
	Name of client: KADE ROMAN
	Date of birth: 24/10/04
	Gender: MALE
	Height: 6FT
	Weight: 76KG
	BMI: 22.6
	Client barriersRow1: Client has no physical barries but struggles with social anxieties. Client can also tend to be quite lazy, this can lead to diet slacking and eating junk food. My client can often spend to much time playing video games and not enough time exercising. Client lacks motivation. He often exclaims his love for chocolate is the reason that he cannot maintain a healthy lifestyle.
	Client motivatorsRow1: My client's motivation to want to attend the gym is to gain muscle mass and to look aesthetically pleasing. He wants to look this way as he believes he will attract more girls if he has bigger muscles. My client also would like to be fitter and healthier as he says that sometimes he runs up the stairs to quickly and can get out of breath.
	Health historyRow1: My client has little health history but has mild asthma that can be controlled by an inhaler.
	Lifestyle occupation and hobbiesRow1: My client is still in school doing his gcse's. At school he enjoys computing, Maths and Science. After school my client spends the majority of his time playing fortnite and communicating with his friends via snapchat/instagram. He also enjoys going out with his friends at the weekends.During this time with his friends they enjoy walking to Mcdonalds to get a Mcflurry and a burger.
	Exercise preferencesRow1: My client has no exercise preferences. But will try to avoid cardio at all costs.
	Clients overarching goalsRow1: My clients first overarching goal is to be healthier and fitter overall. My client would also like to become more flexible and be able to touch his toes. Also my client would like to gain muscle mass and lose body fat.
	Short term: Stick to a Workout Regimen and a healthy balanced diet.
Increase Strength and Stamina.
Attend the gym 3 times a week.
 Aim to walk for 30 minutes a day.
Run 1-2k.
2l water daily.
Increase flexibility.
	Medium term:  1/2 pound muscle gain per week.
Hit your protein target daily. lbs per gram of bodyweight.
 Gym 5 times a week.
Aim to walk for 30 minutes a day.
2l water daily.
Run 3-4k. Twice a week
Increase flexibility.
	Long term: Stay Consisent.
Run 5k.
Track daily calories.
Gym 5 times a week with no one pushing you to do it.
2 litre water daily.
Increase flexibilty.
Aim to walk for 30 minutes a day.
	Short term_2:  Regular check ins with client will take place once a week starting on the first day and contiuning until the first month has been completed. During check in i will measure progress and check client has the correct resources to complete their goals.
	Medium term_2:  Regular check ins with client will take place once a week between one-month and three-months to discuss medium term goals. During these check ins i will check progress and answer any questions my client has. I will also will measure progress and check client has the correct resources to complete their goals.
	Long term_2:  Regular check ins with client will take place once a week from six months to a year in regards to long term goals. During check in i will measure progress and check client has the correct resources to complete their goals.
	FCV Method: 
	ICV Method: 
	TCV Method: 
	TCV Method_2: 
	FResistance method: 
	IResistance method: 
	TResistance method: 
	TResistance method_2: 
	FCore exercise: 
	ICore exercise: 
	TCore exercise: 
	TCore exercise_2: 
	FCV Method_2: 
	ICV Method_2: 
	TCV Method_3: 
	TCV Method_4: 
	FResistance method_2: 
	IResistance method_2: 
	TResistance method_3: 
	TResistance method_4: 
	FCore exercise_2: 
	ICore exercise_2: 
	TCore exercise_3: 
	TCore exercise_4: 
	FCV Method_3: 
	ICV Method_3: 
	TCV Method_5: 
	TCV Method_6: 
	FResistance method_3: 
	IResistance method_3: 
	TResistance method_5: 
	TResistance method_6: 
	FCore exercise_3: 
	ICore exercise_3: 
	TCore exercise_5: 
	TCore exercise_6: 
	FCV Method_4: 
	ICV Method_4: 
	TCV Method_7: 
	TCV Method_8: 
	FResistance method_4: 
	IResistance method_4: 
	TResistance method_7: 
	TResistance method_8: 
	FCore exercise_4: 
	ICore exercise_4: 
	TCore exercise_7: 
	TCore exercise_8: 
	FCV Method_5: 
	ICV Method_5: 
	TCV Method_9: 
	TCV Method_10: 
	FResistance method_5: 
	IResistance method_5: 
	TResistance method_9: 
	TResistance method_10: 
	FCore exercise_5: 
	ICore exercise_5: 
	TCore exercise_9: 
	TCore exercise_10: 
	FCV Method_6: 
	ICV Method_6: 
	TCV Method_11: 
	TCV Method_12: 
	FResistance method_6: 
	IResistance method_6: 
	TResistance method_11: 
	TResistance method_12: 
	FCore exercise_6: 
	ICore exercise_6: 
	TCore exercise_11: 
	TCore exercise_12: 
	Cardiovascular Equipment: Treadmill
	Intensity12 mins: EASY/FAST WALK
	RPE12 mins: 4
	Intensity23 mins: EASY/FASTWALK
	RPE23 mins: 4
	Intensity34 mins: MEDIUM/LIGHT JOG
	RPE34 mins: 5
	Intensity45 mins: HARD/ FAST JOG
	RPE45 mins: 6
	Intensity56 mins: HARD/FAST JOG
	RPE56 mins: 6
	Intensity67 mins: HARD/ FAST JOG
	RPE67 mins: 6
	Intensity78 mins: HARD/FAST HOG
	RPE78 mins: 6
	Intensity89 mins: MEDIUM/LIGHT JOG
	RPE89 mins: 5
	Intensity910 mins: EASY/FAST WALK
	RPE910 mins: 4
	Teaching PointsRow1: Position yourself at the centre of the belt and ensure you stay in the centre.

Switch on machine and slowly increase speed.

Ensure always standing straight and looking forward, keeping the back upright and relaxed.

Strike belt with heel to toe action.

Keep elbows bent during swinging motion to maintain balance.

Keep knees soft throughout.
	Exercise NameRow1: Shoulder Press
2 Sets-12 reps
45 secs - rest time
	Teaching PointsRow1_2: Keep neutral spine.
Adapt the seat handles to shoulder height. / seat height
Keep wrists straight and in line with forearm.
Stop briefly at the top then lower weight down slowly.
Do not lock out elbows.
	Exercise NameRow2: Seated leg extention
2 sets 12 reps
45 secs- rest time
	Teaching PointsRow2: Keep back against seat with a neautral spine. 
Keep toes curled/ maximum tension.
Set pads at bottom of shin/ good ROM
2 seconds up/ 1 second hold/ 2 down

	Exercise NameRow1_2: Deadlift
2 sets- 10 reps
1 minute rest
	Teaching PointsRow1_3: Feet shoulder with apart/hands just outside feet.
Head up/ Chest up and neautral spine.
Drive through legs.
Keep shoulders back and not rounded.
Keep bar on a straight path and make sure the bar stays close to body.
	Exercise NameRow2_2: Lateral raise
2 sets 10 reps
1 minute rest
	Teaching PointsRow2_2: Keep elbows higher than wrists.
Isolate deltoids/ do not raise with the trapezius.
Keep weight light
Control the movement/ no swinging.
	Exercise NameRow1_3: Press up
AMRAP- 2 sets
2 minutes rest
	Client name: KADE ROMAN
	Instructor: MASEN ROMAN
	Duty first aider: DUTY MANAGER
	Nearest telephone: RECEPTION
	Location of first aid kit: RECEPTION
	Safety checks: ALL MACHINES TESTED FOR SAFETY AND ENVIROMENT CHECKED. ALL WORKING OKAY
	Warm Up CV: ROWING MACHINE
	Intensity12 mins_2: 20SPM
	RPE12 mins_2: 2
	Intensity23 mins_2: 22SPM
	RPE23 mins_2: 3
	Intensity34 mins_2: 24SPM
	RPE34 mins_2: 4
	Intensity45 mins_2: 25SPM
	RPE45 mins_2: 5
	Teaching PointsRow1_5: Keep back neutral and abdominals tight.
Keep wrists in line with forearms.
Follow a sequence of movement of legs, arms, arms, legs.
Avoid leaning too far back.
Look forward, head upright.
The chin should be maintained central to the body.
Engage core.

	Exercise NameRow1_4: Standing dynamic pectoral stretch
	Reps Time HeldRow1: 10 reps
	Dynamic StaticRow1: D
	Teaching PointsRow1_6: Stand upright with feet hip-width apart
Horizontally extend the arms to a wide position
Push the arms forward while allowing the thoracic spine to round slightly
Repeat the above varying the angle of the arms or use static stretches
	Exercise NameRow2_3: Lunge
	Reps Time HeldRow2: 10 reps
	Dynamic StaticRow2: D

	Teaching PointsRow2_3: Assume a starting position standing upright
Step your right foot forward, approximately two feet from your other one whilst lowering the upper part of your body down. Make sure torso is upright and keep your balance. Breathe in as you lower yourself down
Use mostly the heel of your foot to return to the start position, breathing out at the same time.
Repeat this movement for the necessary amount of times and then again for the left leg or you can do repetitions on one leg before switching to the other leg.
	Exercise NameRow3: Arm swings
	Reps Time HeldRow3: 10 reps
	Dynamic StaticRow3: D
	Teaching PointsRow3: Stand with good posture with shoulders back not rounded.
Extend arms out till level with shoulder.
Keep head and chest up.
	Exercise NameRow4: Across body arm reach
	Reps Time HeldRow4: 10 seconds each arm
	Dynamic StaticRow4: S
	Teaching PointsRow4: Raise your right arm to about shoulder height, then reach across to left side of your body. Bend left arm at elbow and use left arm to gently pull right arm toward your body, which will deepen the stretch.
	Exercise NameRow5: Squat to overhead arm swing
	Dynamic StaticRow5: D
	Teaching PointsRow5: Squat down by bending the ankles, knees and hips. Swing the arms down and back during the descent into the squat position
Keep the chest lifted throughout
Return to standing position with arms stretched over head
Repeat
	Teaching PointsRow1_7: Keep back against rest at all times.
Shoulders back and slightly push chest out.
Do not extend ROM past in line with shoulder.
Neutral spine and engage core.
	Exercise NameRow2_4: Leg press
2 sets 12 reps 
45 seconds rest
	Teaching PointsRow2_4: Legs shoulder width apart.
Make sure that knees stay in line with feet and do not come inwards.
Never lock knees.
Keep back against rest and engage core.
	Exercise NameRow1_6: Bicep curl
2 sets 10 reps
45 seconds rest
	SetsRepsRow1: 
	Rest TimeRow1: 
	Teaching PointsRow1_8: Stand with the feet hip-width apart, holding a barbell shoulder-width apart, with an underhand grip, and arms extended
Curl barbell towards the chest with elbows tightly tucked into the sides of the body and pause briefly
Extend the arms to return to the start position
Keep elbows fixed/ do not swing.
Control the movement.
	Exercise NameRow2_5: Squat
2 sets 10 reps
45 seconds rest
	SetsRepsRow2: 
	Rest TimeRow2: 
	Teaching PointsRow2_5: Keep feet shoulder-width apart and brace abdominal and back muscles.
Keep knees and toes in line throughout the movement.
keeping the chest lifted throughout and looking ahead to maintain a neutral spine
	Exercise NameRow1_7: Back extensions
2 sets 8 reps
45 seconds rest
	SetsRepsRow1_2: 
	Rest TimeRow1_2: 
	Teaching PointsRow1_9: Start in a prone position on the floor with the feet in contact with the ground and hands behind ears or stretched to the side
Raise the chest off the floor and then raise the feet off the floor, keeping them close together
	Exercise NameRow2_6: Abdominal Crunch
2 sets 10 reps seconds
45 seconds rest
	SetsRepsRow2_2: 
	Rest TimeRow2_2: 
	Teaching PointsRow2_6: Do not lift back up off floor.
Keep neck in neautral alignment throughout the movement.
Place hands behind your head so that your thumbs are behind your ears.
Pause and hold briefly at the top of the movement.
Exhale and contract your abs as you go up.
	Cooldown CV: BIKE
	Intensity12 mins_3: 80RPM
	RPE12 mins_3: 5
	Intensity23 mins_3: 75RPM
	RPE23 mins_3: 4
	Intensity34 mins_3: 70RPM
	RPE34 mins_3: 3
	Intensity45 mins_3: 60RPM
	RPE45 mins_3: 2
	Teaching PointsRow1_10: Seat heights should be level with the hips by standing at the side of the bike
Sit tall head held up high, facing forward and abdominals supporting the back
Keep hips, knees and ankles in line and toes in the top clip on the pedals
Once correct seating is established, there should be a pedalling stroke of 10-15 degrees in the knee
Pedal sitting in the same position and avoid rocking from side to side
Pedal in a circular motion, pushing down with one foot while pulling up with the other using the top clip
	Exercise NameRow1_8: Standing hamstring stretch
	Reps Time HeldRow1_2: 10s
	Dynamic StaticRow1_2: S
	Teaching PointsRow1_11: Standing with feet hip-width apart
Step one leg forward, keep the leg straight, knee unlocked
Bend back leg and bend forward from the hip, sliding hands down thighs
Press buttocks and pelvis backwards
Neutral spine and abdominals engaged
	Exercise NameRow2_7: Seated adductor
	Reps Time HeldRow2_2: 30s
	Dynamic StaticRow2_2: S
	Teaching PointsRow2_7: Sit down and bring your feet together in front so that the soles of the feet are touching
Hold your feet with your hand and push down with the elbows until you feel a stretch high up in the groin
Hold the stretch for the required time
	Exercise NameRow3_2: Standing latissimus dorsi
	Reps Time HeldRow3_2: 10s
	Dynamic StaticRow3_2: S
	Teaching PointsRow3_2: Stand upright
Reach arms over head
Bend to one side without leaning forward or backwards
	undefined_13: 
	2 Delivered a tour and answered customer enquiries effectively: 
	3 Signposted client to servicesareas of facility eg water fountains emergency exits etc: 
	4 Ensured PARQ and verbal screening is completed: 
	5 Gave an overview of what the session will involve: 
	5 Gave technically correct demonstrations and explanations: 
	5 Gave technically correct demonstrations and explanations_2: 
	6 Adopted appropriate teaching positions: 
	6 Adopted appropriate teaching positions_2: 
	7 Adapted exercises to suit clients needs: 
	7 Adapted exercises to suit clients needs_2: 
	8 Observed the client and corrected their technique where necessary: 
	8 Observed the client and corrected their technique where necessary_2: 
	9 Purpose and value of exercise explained: 
	9 Purpose and value of exercise explained_2: 
	10 Motivated and encouraged client: 
	10 Motivated and encouraged client_2: 
	11 Offered alternative exercises if necessary: 
	11 Offered alternative exercises if necessary_2: 
	12 Reinforced teaching points and provided feedback: 
	12 Reinforced teaching points and provided feedback_2: 
	13 Gained feedback from client: 
	13 Gained feedback from client_2: 
	14 Monitored intensity: 
	14 Monitored intensity_2: 
	15 Correct lifting and passing technique used when necessary: 
	15 Correct lifting and passing technique used when necessary_2: 
	16 Exercise conducted in a safe and timely manner: 
	16 Exercise conducted in a safe and timely manner_2: 
	17 Gave constructive feedback to the client based on their performance: 
	18 Gained feedback from the client as to how well their goals were met and how effective the planned activities were: 
	19 Gained feedback from the client as to how effective the motivational and instructional styles were: 
	20 Used appropriate cleaning substances and equipment Checking: 
	20 Used appropriate cleaning substances and equipment Checking that the environment and equipment was left in good order: 
	that the environment and equipment was left in good order: 
	Date: 
	Assessors feedback_5: 
	Green: Fruit and vegetables. Brocolli, asparagus, peas, carrots.
	Yellow: Starchy carbohydrates. Bread, rice, pasta.
	Pink: Protein. Fish, meat, eggs, beans, peas, lentils.
	Blue: Dairy. Milk, yogurt, cheese.
	Purple: Oil and spreads. Butter, olive oil.
	20 How can you monitor and support your clients progress and motivation: To monitor clients progress i would use verbal feedback. This is a quick and easy method of gaining feedback. It makes the customer feel that their opinion is important and that you actually care. Also i would use regular written feeback. If a client prefers written forms of communication, i would ask for regular updates of progression via email or text. These are effective ways to keep up to date with customers progress. Also i would peform regular fitness testing and measurements. If customers see physical stats of improvement such as, a customer wanting to lose weight has lost 1 inch around their waist, it can motivate the client to keep working hard. I would sit down with a client regularly and ask them questions regarding motivation. If a client is lacking motivation it is my job to find out why and change that. For example a client may be bored of the traning plan they have been given and find it repetitive. I would then change it to make it more challenging and interesting.
	21a: Dementia
	3_5: Several kinds of PPE is needed when working in a gym based enviroment. Rubber gloves. These are needed when touching harmful and corrosive substances such as bleach. Rubber gloves will protect your hands and wrists from any chances of skin problems e.g rashes or burns. Eye protetcion is also needed when dealing with substances such as dust and gases to prevent irritation being cause to eyes. Face masks are necessary. These will stop harmful fumes from being inhaled into body and prevent the onset of asthma and other respiratory conditions.
	I_2: Introduce
	Refer: 
	Pass: 
	Teaching PointsRow1_4:  Hands shoulder width apart in high plank postion.
Keep back flat.
Elbows tucked in not flared.
Chest to floor/ push till arms are straight.
	Assessor feedback: 
	Exercise NameRow1_5: Pec Dec
2 sets 12 reps
45 seconds rest
	Reps Time HeldRow5: 10 reps
	communication skills used when gathering the information: 
	3: A gym instructor can be the difference between a customer wanting to join and commit to and long term memebership.Instructors are the face of the gym and the first and last thing they see to customers coming in and leaving.Therefore it is extremely imporant to be polite, proffesional and communicate positively.It is vital to think about the tone of voice and facial expressions when greeting a customer. Positive body lanuage leads to positive relationships. This is important as happy customers are more likely to return. Customer service is a huge factor in customer retention. It is also important as a gym instructor to remember that the clients time is extremely valuable, so we need to create a positive experience for them by keeping them happy and delivering what they want or expect during the training session.
	4: Cut down on saturated fat and sugar.
	5:  Eat less salt: no more than 6g a day for adults.
	6: I would go about promoting an extra product that the gym offers by talking to the customer in a friendly and informative way about what the product does and why it is important. For example a whey protein powder is cruicial for muscular growth and has to be taken to effectively gain muscle mass.If a client required a service that i could not offer for example a yoga class that i am not qualified to give, i would give them the information on who is best to talk to regarding this service (class instructor) and i would offer a class timetable to them to takeaway and have a look at. I would tell them why this person is good at instructing this class and why i would recommend that they talk to them.
	7: Drink fluids to stop you getting dehydrated. The government recommends drinking 6 to 8 glasses every day. 
	8:  Do not skip breakfast.
	9: A persons health can be determined by many factors. A healthy balanced diet. It is importat to give your body the correct ammount of macronutrients, water, vitamins and minerals. Adequate rest and sleep is a key factor which can also affect a persons well-being. Life choices such as  smoking and alcohol will affect both body and brain. It could lead to several diseases like cancer and kidneyliver failures. Supportive relationships with family and friends. Without these a person may lack self esteem and self worth.Having a job that is stimulating is a key factor , doing something you enjoy during the day can determine a persons happiness and overall mental health. Also regular excercise is a factor. Creating an endorphin release can help reducing stress and anxiety. 
	21b: Osteoporosis
	21c: Pulmonary hypertension
	192a: Construction site waste may be hazardous. Asbestos tiles and insulation, lead pipes and certain chemicals used in maintenance all fall into this category. This kind of waste should be regulated.
	192b: Universal waste consists of products that serve both commercial and personal use for example, batteries and light bulbs. Universal waste should be thrown out with the rubbish. Universal waste usually ends up in landfills and incinerators where its toxic components are released into the environment.
	192c: Hazardous waste can be dangerous therefore needs to be disposed of by proffesionals. I would check how hazardous the waste is a use the correct authorised businesses to collect, recycle or dispose of the hazardous waste.
	ExplanationF:  This refers to the number of days in your workout routine, and it is the foundation of your workout program.
	Frequency: Frequency
	Intensity: Intensity
	Type: Time
	Time: Type
	P31Setsa: 
	P31Repsa: 
	P31Setsb: 
	P31Repsb: 
	P32Setsa: 
	P32Repsa: 
	P32Setsb: 
	P32Repsb: 
	P32Setsc: 
	P32Repsc: 
	P34Setsa: 
	P34Repsa: 
	P34Setsb: 
	P34Repsb: 
	P382a: 
	P382b: 
	P383a: 
	P383b: 
	P383c: 
	P383d: 
	P384a: 
	P384v: 
	P395a: 
	P395b: 
	P396a: 
	P396b: 
	P397a: 
	P397b: 
	P398a: 
	P398b: 
	P399a: 
	P399b: 
	P42: To positivley impact customer experience gym instructors should begin by agreeing on a specific plan based on their needs and goals. The instructor should make sure they are frequently checking progress and recording, this will give you a realsitic picture of where they are at and keep the orginal goals that were set achieviable. Once recorded, analyse information. This will determine how adequate the plan has been and if anything needs to be subsituded to ensure they reach the end goals. This process should be repeated once the gaols set at the start of the original plan have been met and accomplished. This will keep the customer enganged and motivated.
	Planned assessment dateExternally set multiplechoice question paper: 
	Centre Name: Educate Fitness
	Learner name: Masen Robinson


